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INSTALLATION
Each valve is supplied with an adaptor fitted to the water 
inlet that allows direct connection to the socket(wingback) 
in the wall. The length and diameter of the adpator varies 
depending on the model and no further adjustment should 
be necessary. Where a Stuart valve is being replaced and 
the existing isolator is still required, it may be necessary 
to fit an M/F socket behind the isolator to space the new 
Zurn valve off the wall slightly as the original valve is 
smaller diameter. 

The tailpiece of the Zurn valve is machined to accept 
40mm copper so the existing flush pipes should reconnect 
to the new valve body without major alteration.Flush pipe 
kits can be supplied at extra cost if preferred. Specify 
Model ZL-FPK.

The Zurn flush valve is a diaphram operated push button 
actuated valve. It requires a minimum of 2.5m of head 
towork correctly and it is supplied with a diaphram kit that 

will flush approximately 6L of water. Optional flow rings 
that will flush 9 or 12L are supplied and can be installed 
by the plumber if the standard flush volume is not suitable 
for the installed WC pan. Where only very low heads of 
water are available it may be necessary to remove the 
guide ring on the diaphram assembly to improve flow.

Z-6000L-BV valves also suit Hush Flush and Tanner valve 
replacement however the flush pipe must be replaced in 
these cases.

MODELS:
Z-6000L-BV - Std Belva replacement - push button.
Z-6000L-BD - Deluxe Belva replacement - push button.
Z-6000L-ST - Stuart replacement - push button.

All valves also available with side mounted toggle
Example specification: Z-6000L-BV-H.

Available with side mounted toggle 
handle or front mounted button

Z-6000L-BV Standard Belva Valves
Z-6000L-BD Belva Deluxe Valves
Z-6000L-ST Stuart Valves
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